
Introduction

In France, Europe or North America, yearly rate of 
hospitalization of nursing home (NH) residents is around 30% 
and most of the transfers lead to an emergency department 
admission (ED) (1, 2). With numerous co-morbidities, high 
polypharmacy, poor physical function and significant cognitive 
impairment, acute changes in the resident health status are 
complex situations that frequently exceed NH’s resources 
and lead to transfer residents to the hospital (3, 4). During the 
past decade, various reports have highlighted the questionable 
risk/benefit balance of NH resident’s hospitalization (5, 6). 
Beside the advantages of ED care (access to human’s expertise 
and laboratory test, radiological exam and follow-up), ED 
admission is an uncomfortable and scary experience for NH 
residents. It increases the risk of iatrogenic events such as falls, 
pressure ulcers, delirium, nosocomial infections, and functional 
decline (7-10).  These events increase the length of stay at the 
hospital, the healthcare costs (6, 11) and reduce the quality of 
life. Moreover, the reason to transfer residents to ED might 
be questionable. Indeed, growing evidences support that many 
transfers to ED are inappropriate or potentially avoidable (1, 
5, 6, 11). Therefore, the rate of inappropriate or potentially 

avoidable hospitalizations of the NH residents has become an 
indicator of poor quality of care in NH and targets for quality 
improvement (6). 

Inappropriate or potentially avoidable hospitalizations are 
usually defined using the Ambulatory Care Sensitive Diagnosis 
(ACSD) (5). The ACSD lists disorders such as urinary tract 
infection, pneumonia, or dehydration that may have been 
cared without loss of chance in the NH (without requiring a 
transfer to the hospital), or potentially avoidable conditions by 
appropriate care such as vaccination or better management of 
chronic diseases upstream acute events. However, the transfer 
may be appropriate (severe acute heart failure for instance) but 
potentially avoidable (poor preventive treatment in the NH) 
(8). Although the use of the ACSD is fairly widespread, this 
tool has some limitations. It is not specific to the transfer to an 
ED and does not take into account the characteristics and some 
special conditions of NH residents (12). 

Another approach to define appropriateness of a hospital 
transfer is to perform a Structured Implicit record Review 
(SIR) (1). It supposes that an expert panel takes account the 
circumstances in the NH before the resident’s transfer to the 
hospital and the patient’s benefit after the hospitalization. 
Appropriateness of a hospital transfer is widely variable 
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from 13,1% to 67% (11, 13) depending on whether the rating 
relies on a list of diseases, the panel expert’s judgment, the 
general practitioners’ or ED physicians’ opinion. Many authors 
emphasize the lack of consensus to define appropriateness of a 
NH resident’s hospitalization. 

A large number of factors can influence the rate of 
hospitalization of the NH residents. Intrinsic factors like 
sociodemographic and resident’s health characteristics 
(poor general condition (7), additional co-morbidities (14), 
higher level of dependency (15), cognitive impairment (16), 
neuropsychiatric symptoms (17) and extrinsic factors associated 
with the NH (dearth of health care professionals trained to 
evaluate and manage geriatric population, easy access on-site 
to a primary care clinician or an urgent laboratory result (18, 
19)) or the staff and the families (lack of education or collegial 
decisions about the realistic goal for care and advance care 
planning (6)). 

Most of the factors associated to inappropriate or potentially 
avoidable hospitalizations have been generally found upstream 
the ED’s admission and efficient interventions targeted actions 
in NH (6, 20). A recent systematic review showed that the 
geographic variations in the rates of inappropriate or potentially 
avoidable hospitalizations were driven by the primary care 
quality and secondary care access (21).  

These results emphasize the need to study and analyze the 
nature of transfers to ED of NH residents. To our knowledge, 
only few studies described the residents’ entire transfer, 
including events in NH leading up to the transfer, the ED 
admission and their return to NH (22, 23). 

The aim of this pilot study is to determine the rate 
of inappropriate and potentially avoidable transfers of NH 
residents to ED and to identify the factors associated with them. 
We also try to describe the resident’s characteristics from the 
NH to the ED and back to the NH. Our hypothesis is that a 
large number of transfers to the ED are inappropriate, related 
to NH’s organizational factors and associated with a significant 
functional decline.

Materials and methods 

This pilot study was conducted by the Toulouse Gerontopole 
and the University Department of Family Medicine in 
association with the Department of Epidemiology (Unity of 
Research INSERM, UMR 1027). 

Data collection 
During one full week (7days/7days, 24 hours/24 hours) all 

patients transferred from NH to the two ED of the Toulouse 
University Hospital (Purpan and Rangueil) were included 
in the study. Two fellows in family medicine collected data 
on-site in both ED. By a phone call to NH in the day of 
transfer, were collected residents’ characteristics seven day 
before the transfer to ED medical history, level of dependency 
according to the Activities of Daily Living’s Scale (ADL), 

pain, behavioral disturbances, fever,… and the circumstances 
around the transfer (who decided the transfer, accessibility 
to the general practitioner’s advice, medical protocol for 
emergency conditions). The general practitioner (GP) or the 
health professional that decided the transfer to the ED was also 
interviewed by phone on his/her knowledge about the patient, 
reasons of his/her decision to transfer the patient to the ED.

During the patient’s admission to the ED, data were 
collected from the patient’s medical record (reason of 
admission, accessibility to patient’s data, medical history, 
treatments or anticipated prescriptions, time between patient’s 
admission and his support by a physician). The ED physicians 
who examined the patients were also interviewed on their 
opinion about the reasons of the patients’ transfer to the ED 
in absence of criteria of gravity and their perception about the 
appropriateness of the transfer. 

Seven days after the return of residents to their NH, a 
fellow in family medicine phoned the NH’s referent nurse to 
know the circumstances around the return (delay to see the 
GP after returning to the NH, presence of prescriptions and 
supervisory guidance, feasibility of the management of the 
somatic condition in the NH). The general practitioner or the 
health professional that decided the transfer to the ED was also 
interviewed (opinion about appropriateness of his/her decision 
to transfer the resident to the ED). 

Figure 1
Flow shart
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Moreover, the incidence of residents’ functional decline 
(loss of 0.5 points or more in the ADL score) and diagnosis of 
dementia between before the transfer to ED and after the return 
in NH was calculated.    

Defining inappropriate and potentially avoidable resident’s 
transfers

Three months after the inclusion, an expert panel of 
geriatricians and emergency physicians determined if the 
residents’ transfers to ED were inappropriate or potentially 
avoidable (Figure 1). 

Inappropriate Transfer (IT) to ED is a clinical situation 
that could be managed by other means than transfer to ED 
without loss of opportunity for the resident. In our study IT 
to ED was defined in the FINE pilot study as “the absence 
of somatic and psychiatric emergency conditions” and/or 
“palliative care known before decision to transfer” and/or “the 
presence of advance directives of non-hospitalization in the 
resident’s medical chart”. If none of these criteria was present, 
the transfer to ED was appropriate. 

In a second time, among the Appropriate Transfers (AT) 
to ED, the group of experts had to consider which transfers to 
ED were potentially avoidable. Potentially avoidable transfers 
(PAT) to ED are due to potentially avoidable conditions by 
appropriate care upstream the acute events, such as vaccination 
or better management of chronic diseases. The PAT to ED 
were defined by referring to the Ambulatory Care Sensitive 
Conditions (ACSC-9) list. However, as the ACSC is not 
specifically dedicated for ED transfer of NH resident, the 
list was completed by conditions frequently reported in NH 
residents and which were potentially avoidable (fall, fracture, 
iatrogenic drug effect, inadequate treatment, suboptimal 
palliative treatment).  

Finally when a transfer to ED was neither an IT nor a PAT, 
it was considered as an Appropriate and Unavoidable Transfer 
(AUT). 

In order to define the factors associated with the IT or 
PAT to ED, four groups were compared. The group IT was 
compared to the group AT and the group PAT was compared to 
the group AUT (Figure 2).

Statistical analysis 
The statistical analysis of the factors associated to the IT and 

PAT was performed by STATA® software package (StataCorp 
LP, College station, TX, USA, eleven version). The continuous 
variables were expressed in mean and standard deviation. The 
mean comparison was performed with the Student’s t-test 
and the Wilcoxon rank sum test if the distribution was not 
normal. The categorical variables were expressed in number 
and frequencies. The Chi2 test « χ2 » was used to compare 
categorical variables and the Ficher test, if the frequency was 
lower than 5. The significant threshold was five percent. In this 
pilot study, the results with a significant threshold lower than 
0.20 have been discussed. 

Figure 2
Procedure used to screen inappropriate, appropriate, potentially 
avoidable, and appropriate and unavoidable residents’ transfers 

to ED

IT = Inappropriate Transfer; AT = Appropriate Transfer; PAT= Potentially Avoidable 
Transfer; AUT= Appropriate and Unavoidable Transfer »

Results 

During one week, from 3 to 9 December 2012, 54 residents 
from NH were included in the both ED of the Toulouse 
University Hospital (34 in Purpan and 20 in Rangueil ED). 
Their mean age was 86.3 (±8.2) years and the majority (66.7%) 
of the population was women (n=36) (Table 1). 

According to experts’ panel judgment, 43% (23/54) of 
transfers were qualified “Inappropriate (IT)” and 57% (31/54) 
“Appropriate (AT)”. Among the 31 transfers qualified as 
“Appropriate”, 84% (26/31) were judged “Potentially avoidable 
(PAT)” and 16% (5/31) “Appropriate and Unavoidable 
(AUT)” (Figure 1). Among the 54 residents, the most frequent 
potentially avoidable disorders were “iatrogenic drug effect” 
(n=24, 44%), “falls” (n=19, 35%) and “inadequate treatment” 
(n=8, 15%).  

Conditions of the transfer in Nursing Homes (Table 2) 
As reported in the table 2, most residents were transferred to 

ED from Monday to Thursday from 8:00 to 8:00 p.m. In most 
of cases (33%), the regulator doctor of the emergency calls 
decided to transfer the resident, following by the GP (28%) and 
the nurse (18%). The main reason for transferring the resident 
to ED without the GP’s advice was the impossibility to contact 
the GP in 44% of cases. The main cause of resident’s transfer 
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Table 1
Residents and NH characteristics before the transfer to ED

Residents’ Characteristics Population
N=54

IT
N=23

AT
N=31

p PAT
N=26

AUT
N=5

p

Age, mean (SD) 86.3 (8.2) 86.9 (8.7) 85.9 (7.9) 0.68 85.1 (8.1) 90.4 (4.6) 0.17
Female, n (%) 36 (66.7) 16 (44.4) 20 (55.6) 0.77 17 (85.0) 3 (15.0) 1.00
Co-morbidities, n (%)

Heart attack or coronary heart disease 6 (11.1) 5 (83.3) 1 (16.7) 0.07 1 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 1.00
Diabetes mellitus 10 (18.5) 6 (60.0) 4 (40.0) 0.29 3 (75.0) 1 (25.0) 0.52
Chronic pulmonary disease 11 (20.4) 3 (27.3) 8 (72.7) 0.32 7 (87.5) 1 (12.5) 1.00
Hypertension 27 (50.0) 12 (44.4) 15 (55.6) 1.00 13 (86.7) 2 (13.3) 1.00
Dementia 31 (57.4) 14 (45.2) 17 (54.8) 0.78 14 (82.4) 3 (17.7) 1.00
ADL, mean (SD) 2.2 (1.9) 1.6 (2.0) 2.6 (1.8) 0.03 2.6 (1.8) 2.3 (1.6) 0.66
NH’s Characteristics NH

N=54
IT

N=23
AT

N=31
p PAT

N=26
AUT
N=5

p

Administrative status

N 40 16 24 1.00 20 4 0.54
Private, n (%) 31 (77.5) 12 (38.7) 19 (61.3) 15 (79.0) 4 (21.0)
Public, n (%) 9 (22.5) 4 (44.4) 5 (55.6) 5 (100.0) 0 (0.0)
Number of bed

N 47 21 26 0.56 23 3 0.93
Mean (SD) 85.4 (24.4) 83.7 (9.1) 86.8 (32.0) 87.2 (34.0) 83.3 (5.8)
GMP

N 36 16 20 0.32 17 3 0.73
Mean (SD) 705.0 (68.3) 717.9 (67.9) 694.8 (68.6) 692.5 (73) 707. 7 (42.0)
PMP

N 34 15 19 0.84 16 3 1.00
Mean (SD) 174.92 (30.3) 176.1 (33.4) 174 (28.5) 174 (30.9) 174 (12.5)
Night nurse

N 54 23 31 0.57 26 5 1.00
N (%) 3 (5,6) 2 (66.7) 1 (33.3) 1 (100.0) 0 (0.0)
Distance NH-ED (min)

N 54 23 31 0.30 26 5 0.54
Mean (SD) 19.7 (10.7) 18.9 (7.1) 20.3 (12.8) 21(13.4) 16.8 (8.9)
Complete workstaff

N 54 23 31 0.43 26 5 -
Yes, n (%) 53 (98,2) 22 (41.5) 31 (58.5) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)
ADL, Activities of Daily Living scale (score from 0 to 6: 0=totally dependent, 6= fully autonomous, a total score got by the addition of  the items walking, washing yourself, eating, 
going to the toilet, continence, getting dressed ‘scores);  AT, Appropriate Transfer; AUT, Appropriate and Unavoidable Transfer; ED, Emergency Department; GMP, Gir Moyen Pondéré 
[reflects the load of the residents’ dependency evaluated on the AGGIR score, French scale to determine residents’ dependency, more the GMP score is high (>700), more dependent are 
the residents]; IT, Inappropriate Transfer; NH, Nursing Home; PAT: Potentially Avoidable Transfer; PMP, Pathos Moyen Pondéré [measures the level of benefits to support medical care 
in NH, more the PMP score is high (>150), more the level of the level of benefits to support medical care is high]; SD, standard deviation. 
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Table 2
Circumstances around the transfer in the NH

Circumstances around the transfer Popula-
tion N=54

IT  
N=23

AT  
N=31

p PAT  
N=26

AUT  
N=5

p

Day of the transfer 

N 54 23 31 0.59 26 5 0.25

Monday to Thursday, n (%) 28 (51.8) 10 (35.7) 18 (64.3) 15 (83.3) 3 (16.7)

Friday, n (%) 13 (24.1) 7 (53.9) 6 (46.2) 4 (66.7) 2 (33.3)

Weekend, n (%) 13 (24.1) 6 (46.2) 7 (53.9) 7 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

Time of the transfer 

N 53 23 30 0.07 25 5 0.71

8:00 AM-8:00 PM, n (%) 38 (71.7) 17 (44.7) 21 (55.3) 18 (85.7) 3 (14.3)

8:00 PM-00:00 PM, n (%) 7 (13.2) 5 (71.4) 2 (28.6) 2 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

0:00 PM-8:00 AM, n (%) 8 (15.1) 1 (12.5) 7 (87.5) 5 (71.4) 2 (16.7)

Caregiver who decided the transfer 

N 54 23 31 0.11 26 5 0.90

General practitioner, n (%) 15 (27.8) 7 (46.7) 8 (53.3) 6 (75.0) 2 (25.0)

NH’s physician coordinator, n (%) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Doctor on call, n (%) 5 (9.2) 3 (60.0) 2 (40.0) 2 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

Regulator doctor of emergency calls, n (%) 18 (33.3) 4 (21.1) 15 (79) 12 (80.0) 3 (20)

Nurse, n (%) 10 (18.5) 4 (44.4) 5 (55.6) 5 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

Firemen, n (%) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Family, n (%) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Nursing auxiliary, n (%) 4 (7.4) 3 (75.0) 1 (25.0) 1 (100) 0 (0.0)

Others, n (%) 2 (3.7) 2 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Reason why the resident’s GP did not decide the transfer

N 39 16 23 0.42 20 3 0,32

Unreachable, n (%) 17 (43.6) 9 (52.9) 8 (47.1) 6 (75.0) 2 (25.0)

Not informed, n (%) 14 (35.9) 5 (35.7) 9 (64.3) 9 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

Disorders given by the caregiver who decided the transfer

N 54 23 31 0.05 26 5 0,08

Cardiac or pulmonary problems, dyspnea, malaise, wrong way, infectious pneumonitis, n (%) 10 (18.5) 3 (30.0) 7 (70.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Stroke, n (%) 8 (14.8) 3 (37.5) 5 (62.5) 5 (71.4) 2 (28.6)

Fever, digestive infection, urinary catheter, n (%) 10 (18.5) 8 (80.0) 2 (20.0) 3 (60.0) 2 (40.0)

Worsening in global health status, n (%) 2 (3.7) 1 (50.0) 1 (50.0) 1 (50.0) 1 (50.0)

Fall fracture, wound post fall, n (%) 18 (33.3) 4 (22.2) 14 (77.8) 1 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

Electrolytic disorders, dehydration, exacerbation of diabetes mellitus, n (%) 3 (5.6) 2 (66.7) 1 (33.3) 14 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

Cancer, n  (%) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

What was the reason of resident’s transfer to ED in the absence of the signs of severity?” 

Worry about a disorder that could need urgent care, n (%) 7 (13.0) 5 (71.4) 2 (28.6) 0.12 2 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 1.00

Need of urgent additional tests, n (%) 4 (7.4) 1 (25.0) 3 (75.0) 0.63 3 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 1.00

Lack of staff to give drugs and monitoring, n (%) 5 (9.3) 4 (80.0) 1 (20.0) 0.15 1 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 1.00

Need to be reassured, n (%) 9 (16.7) 7 (77.8) 2 (22.2) 0.03 2 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 1.00

 AT, Appropriate Transfer; AUT, Appropriate and Unavoidable Transfer; GP, General Practitioner; IT, Inappropriate Transfer; NH, Nursing Home; PAT, Potentially Avoidable Transfer. 
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to ED was “fall, post-fall injury or suspicion of fracture” 
(33%). A nurse was present during the night in only three NH 
among all the NH that sent the 54 residents included. There was 
a medical protocol for emergency conditions in about half of 
the cases (48%) and it was mostly applied (91%).

Resident’s admission at Emergency Departments (Table 3) 
In ED, the access to the residents’ history of disorders and 

co-morbidities was possible in one out of two cases. Most 
of the information which had to be sought was the cognitive 
status (54%) and the level of dependence (39%). According 
to ED physician’s opinion, if resident was transferred without 
signs of severity, the main reasons of the transfer were “to 
be reassured about signs of severity” and “the need of urgent 
additional tests”. According to ED physician’s perception, 77% 
of transfers were “Inappropriate” and 37% were “Potentially 
Avoidable”. 

After the ED’s nurse evaluation of the severity signs at the 
admission, the mean waiting time between admission and the 
ED physician’s visit ranged from 25 min for an AUT to 90 min 
for an IT. For the PAT, this time was 72 min.  Residents from 
NH had to wait on overage 72 min before the ED physician’s 
visit (Figure 3). In one out of two cases, residents returned in 
NH after ED in the 24 hours.

Figure 3
Mean waiting time for residents before the ED’s physician visit

IT = Inappropriate Transfer; AT = Appropriate Transfer; PAT= Potentially Avoidable 
Transfer; AUT= Appropriate and Unavoidable Transfer »

Back to the NH (Table 4)
NH agreement about the residents’ return was discussed 

in 62% of cases. The NH received from ED a prescription in 
38 cases (77.6%) and instructions for monitoring in 26 cases 
(53.1%). Staff in NH followed recommendations in 76.1% of 
cases. The GP was informed about the resident’s return in NH 
in 95.9% of cases. One resident out of two was examined by 
the GP within 48 hours after his return to NH.

Moreover, before the transfer to ED and after the return in 
NH, there was a significant increase in diagnosis of dementia 
(from 52% of residents before the transfer to ED to 75% of 
residents back in the NH, p=0.01) and a non-significant decline 

in residents’ functional status (from a mean ADL score of 
1.7±1.7 before the transfer to ED to a mean ADL score of 
2.1±1.7, p=0.05).  

Inappropriate versus Appropriate transfers to ED 
There is no difference between two groups concerning age, 

sex, co-morbidities, and characteristics of NH (Table 1). The 
IT were more frequent when residents had less autonomy on 
the ADL scale (p=0.03) (Table 1) and when the answer to the 
question “Why the resident was transferred without signs of 
severity?” was “need to be reassured” (p=0.03) (Table 2). 

According to table 3, the IT were more frequent when 
residents returned in NH after ED (p=0.02). When ED 
physician’s opinion about “What was the reason of resident’s 
transfer to ED in the absence of the signs of severity?” was 
“the need of urgent additional tests”, the IT were more frequent 
(p=10-4). When ED physician qualified the resident’s transfer 
to ED of “Inappropriate”, that was mostly an IT according to 
expert’s group (p=10-4). 

At the limit of the significance level (p<0.2), more IT 
seemed to be associated with a transfer between 8:00 PM to 
00:00 AM (p=0.07), and with the causes of transfer “digestive 
infection, hyperthermia and urinary catheter” (p=0.05) (Table 
2). When ED physician’s opinion about “What was the reason 
of resident’s transfer to ED in the absence of the signs of 
severity?” was “the lack of technical capacities” (p=0.03) or 
“the lack of human resources” (p=0.07), IT were more frequent 
than AT to ED according to expert’s group (Table 3). 

Potentially Avoidable versus Appropriate and Unavoidable 
transfers to ED

There is no difference between two groups concerning age, 
sex, co-morbidities, and characteristics of NH (Table 1). At the 
limit of the significance level (p<0.2), the causes of transfer 
“electrolyte disorders, dehydration and exacerbation of diabetes 
mellitus” were associated with more PAT (p=0.08) (Table 3). 

 Discussion 
 
In our pilot study, 43% of transfers were qualified as “IT” 

and 57% as “AT”. Among the AT, 84% were judged as “PAT” 
and only 16% as “AUT” (45% and 9% of the whole population 
respectively). 

The prevalence of IT (43%) and PAT (45%) to ED 
reported in our study is within the large range reported in 
the literature (2, 11, 13). Ouslander et al. (11) found that 
67% of the hospitalizations were “Potentially avoidable”. 
In this study, the authors did not targeted ED admission and 
did not distinguished inappropriate or potentially avoidable 
transfers to the hospital. Moreover, a panel expert determined 
the appropriateness of hospitalizations by using a structured 
implicit record review (SIR). The lack of consensus to define 
and to attest inappropriate or potentially avoidable transfers 
to ED explains these heterogeneous results. It may also be 
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explained by the various health care organizations of the 
different countries. However, inappropriate or potentially 
avoidable transfers to ED seem to be close to 50%. Finally, 
appropriate and unavoidable resident transfers from NH occurs 
one out of ten admissions in ED. These results should increase 
the interest on the subject.

Despite a small sample size in our pilot study, some factors 
were turned out to be associated with IT or PAT. They were 
mostly located within the NH, before the ED admission. 

In our study, the level of dependency (ADL score) was 
significantly associated with IT. This result is in coherence 
with literature’s data. Among 8,815 beneficiaries from the 
Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey (MCBS), Schüssler et al. 
(15) found that more dependent were people more likely they 

were to experiment a “potentially avoidable hospitalization”. 
It seems that residents with a higher dependence are a more 
vulnerable population in regards to inappropriate transfers to 
ED.  

Moreover, in our study, we noted a non-significant increase 
of disability on the ADL scale for residents back in the NH. 
Sourdet al. (24) reported in a population of 503 patients, aged 
75 years and older, with a length of stay of minimum 2 days in 
hospital, an incidence of 18.1% (91 cases) of functional decline 
(loss of 0.5 points or more in the ADL score) between the 
time of hospital admission and discharge. Among these cases, 
60 cases of iatrogenic disability (11.9%), related to health 
care management issues and the hospital environment were 
identified. This result supports the idea that the alternatives to 

Table 3
During the resident’s ED admission

During the ED admission Population  
N=54

IT  
N=23

AT  
N=31

p PAT  
N=26

AUT  
N=5

p

Having access to the resident’s information, n (%) 29 (53.7) 11 (47.8) 17 (54.8) 0.61 16 (94.1) 1 (5.9) 0.15

Information researched 

Advanced directives, n (%) 18 (33.3) 7 (30.4) 11 (35.5) 0.50 10 (90.9) 1 (9.1) 0,68

Dependency status, n (%)  21 (38.9) 9 (39.1) 12 (38.7) 0.33 10 (83.3) 2 (16.7) 1.00

Cognitive status, n (%) 22 (40.7) 8 (34.8) 14 (45.2) 0.69 12 (85.7) 2 (14.3) 0.73

ED physician diagnosis 

No disorders, n (%) 2 (3.7) 0 (0.0) 2 (100.0) 0.19 1 (50.0) 1 (50.0) 0.09

Cardiac or breathe problems, dyspnea, malaise, wrong way, infectious pneumonitis, n (%) 6 (11.11) 1 (16.7) 5 (83.3) 4 (80.0) 1 (20.0)

Stroke, n (%) 7 (13.0) 2 (28.6) 5 (71.4) 3 (60.0) 2 (40.0)

Fever, digestive infection, urinary catheter, n (%) 7 (13.0) 5 (71.4) 2 (28.6) 1 (50.0) 1 (50.0)

Worsening in global health status, n (%) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Fall, no fracture, wound post fall, n (%) 5 (9.3) 1 (20.0) 4 (80.0) 4 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

Fall, fracture, wound post fall, n (%) 6 (11.1) 3 (50.0) 3 (50.0) 3 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

Electrolytic disorders, dehydration, exacerbation diabetes mellitus, n (%) 2 (3.7) 2 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Cancer, n  (%) 1 (1.9) 1 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Resident’s orientation after the ED admission 

Return in NH, n (%) 26 (48.2) 16 (69.6) 10 (32.3) 0.02 9 (90.0) 1 (10.0) 0.82

Hospitalization in other service in the hospital, n (%) 22 (40.7) 5 (21.7) 17 (54.8) 14 (82.4) 3 (17.7)

Hospitalization in other hospital, n (%) 6 (11.1) 2 (8.7) 4 (12.9) 3 (75.0) 1 (25.0)

Death, n (%) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

ED physician’s opinion about what was the reason of resident’s transfer to ED in the absence of the signs of severity?

Worry about a disorder that could have need urgent care, n (%) 6 (11.1) 4 (66.7) 2 (33.3) 0.38 2 (100) 0 (0.0) 1.00

Need of urgent additional tests, n (%) 6 (11.1) 6 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0.004 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) -

Lack of staff to give drugs and monitoring, n (%) 3 (5. 6) 3 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0.07 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) -

Lack of technical support to give drugs and monitoring, n (%) 4 (7.4) 4 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0.03 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) -

ED physician’s opinion about the resident’s admission 

N 53 22 31 0.0001 26 5 1.00

Appropriate, n (%) 12 (22.6) 11 (26.8) 30 (73.2) 25 (83.3) 5 (16.7)

Inappropriate, n (%) 41 (77.4) 11 (91.7) 1 (8.3) 1 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

AT, Appropriate Transfer; AUT, Appropriate and Unavoidable Transfer; ED, Emergency Department; GP, General Practitioner; IT, Inappropriate Transfer; NH, Nursing Home; PAT, 
Potentially Avoidable Transfer.
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hospitalization of NH’s resident should be developed.
Some intrinsic factors like co-morbidities (14) or cognitive 

status (16) were fairly associated with potentially avoidable 
hospitalization in a few studies. However, these residents’ 
characteristics were not found in our study.

Regarding the extrinsic factors identified in our study to be 
associated to IT, two trends stood out: the health professional 
who the transfer decision and the condition of access to primary 
care in NH.

In our study, in 33% of cases, the regulator doctor of the 
emergency calls made the decision to transfer the residents. 
More IT seemed to be associated with a transfer between 
8:00 PM to 00:00 AM.  It means that many acute events can 
occur in out-of-hours of the GP (25). Many of residents in 
NH have a complex and long medical story. However, it is 
often a physician of emergency medical services, without any 
knowledge of patient’s medical history, who has to make the 
decision of patient’s transfer in a short time (26-28). 

In addition to a small sample size, there are some other 
limitations in our study. We didn’t have any information to 
conclude about the adequacy between the number of staff 
and the care needed by the acute event.  But we can argue 
that during an acute event, the needs of staff is growing to 
provide treatment and monitoring to the resident who feels ill 
and to manage the needs of all the others residents. We cannot 
also conclude about the qualitative aspect of the care given. 
Other authors point the lack of staff in NH with a specific 
expertise and training in the management of geriatric persons 
and syndromes (29). 

In our study, the causes of transfer “electrolyte disorder, 
dehydration and exacerbation of diabetes mellitus” showed 
a trend to be associated with more IT. The most frequent 
“preventable disorders” were “iatrogenic medication” (44%), 
“falls” (35%) and “without appropriate treatment” (15%). By 
extension, these results lead to two important observations. 
In one hand, the resident’s disorders with IT do not finally 

Table 4
The residents’ return in NH

The resident’s return in NH Population 
N=54

IT  
N= 23

AT  
N=31

p PAT  
N=26

AUT  
N=5

p

Return discussed with NH, 

N 49 19 24 1.00 24 4 1.00

n (%) 30 (61.2) 13 (68.4) 17 (70.8) 14 (82.4) 3 (17.7)

Drugs prescription

N 49 20 28 0.28 24 4 0.08

n (%) 38 (77.6) 14 (70.0) 24 (85.7) 22 (91.7) 2 (8.3)

Instructions for monitoring

N 49 21 26 0.82 24 4 0.31

n (%) 26 (53.1) 12 (57.1) 14 (53.9) 13 (92.9) 1 (7.1)

Recommendations followed 

N 46 19 27 0.82 24 3 0.26

n (%) 35 (76.1) 14 (73.7) 21 (77.8) 19 (90.5) 2 (9.5)

ADL back in NH

N 47 21 26 0.90 23 3 0.54

Mean (SD) 1.75 (1.7) 1.7 (1.8) 1.8 (1.8) 1.7 (1.7) 2.5 (2.2)

Has the GP been informed of the return? 

N 49 21 28 1.00 24 4 1.00

Yes, n (%) 47 (95.9) 20 (95.2) 27 (96.4) 23 (85.2) 4 (14.8)

Waiting time before the GP’s visit

N 49 19 28 0.92 24 4 0.24

Less than 24 hours, n (%) 9 (18.4) 4 (21.1) 5 (17.9) 5 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

Between 24 and 48 hours, n (%) 19 (38.8) 8 (42.1) 11 (39.3) 8 (72.7) 3 (27.3)

Between 48 and 72 hours, n (%) 10 (20.4) 4 (21.1) 6 (21.4) 6 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

More than de 72 hours, n (%) 5 (10.2) 1 (5.3) 4 (14.3) 4 (100.0) 0 (0.0)

ADL, Activities of Daily Living; AT, Appropriate Transfer; AUT, Appropriate and Unavoidable Transfer; ED, Emergency Department; GP, General Practitioner; IT, Inappropriate Transfer; 
NH, Nursing Home; PAT, Potentially Avoidable Transfer.
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require the ED’s level of care. In the other hand, a geriatric 
expertise, upstream and when needed, and some simple tests 
like a standard laboratory result, could be helpful. By targeting 
3 nursing homes that had the highest number of multiple 
admissions, Liske et al. (30) showed that geriatrician input into 
NH, had a significant impact on transfer from NH to ED (Χ2= 
6.261, p < 0.05). These observations are in agreement with 
previous conclusions: the main factor of inappropriate transfers 
to ED is the primary care quality and secondary care access6. 

In our study, the ED physician’s opinion was pertinent. 
When ED physician’s opinion about the transfer was 
“Inappropriate”, that was an inappropriate transfer most of the 
time (p=10-4). Thus, they seemed to have a good knowledge 
about the NH difficulties, in contrary to the conclusion of a 
Canadian study where the ED staff is not familiar with the NH 
resident’s care (22).

The time between admission by nurse and the ED 
physician’s clinical examination was variable. This time was 
more than three times longer for IT (90 min) comparing to 
AUT (25 min). Information about the residents’ medical history 
was sufficient in one out of two cases. We suggest that the time 
spent to search information could explain the length of time 
between the admission and the ED physician’s examination. 
This observation refers to the lack of pertinent information 
transmissions between physicians, NH and ED (22). This 
length of time could have also contributed to the discomfort of 
the most dependent residents and their global deterioration. At 
last, PAT were logically more frequent when residents returned 
in NH after ED (p=0,02). 

In return to NH, there were indications for medication, 
treatment and monitoring, but only one out of two residents 
were examined by the GP in the 48 hours. Although we do not 
have any information about the residents’ need to be visited 
before 48 hours, this observation concerns again the primary 
care quality and secondary care access for residents in NH (6).

We used a statistical method to identify the factors 
associated to IT and PAT, in contrary to many others studies 
that used declarative method. But for identifying statistically 
significant factors associated with IT, we need a larger sample 
size. Residents should be included in a multi-center study and 
at several periods of the year. Other intrinsic factors should 
be taken into account like malnutrition and neuropsychiatric 
symptoms. Qualitative (evaluation of the practices in NH) and 
quantitative (number of GP or other specialists’ visits, number 
of readmission in ED) data about the care given upstream and 
during the acute event in the NH could be helpful. Furthermore, 
it would be interesting to estimate the economic impact of the 
costs associated to PAT compared to AT (transports, time spent 
for items of ADL score). 

The lack of consensus to define and assess IT or PAT to ED 
contributes to the heterogeneity of the result. It may be some 
factors associated with IT or PAT from NH to ED but also 
from ED to medical units (needs of a geriatric evaluation or a 
hospitalization) or to NH (lack of information about human and 

technical resources in NH). The identification of these factors 
let us to develop efficient strategies in NH and ED to prevent 
the residents’ deterioration due to their transfer.  
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